CLIMATE CHANGE CONCEPTS
CLIMATE v WEATHER
“Climate” means the long term weather patterns in
any given part of the world. “Our climate in Scotland is

HOW ARE CLIMATE AND WEATHER PRODUCED?
By the interaction between :

temperate, not too hot and not too cold. The west coast is wetter than
the eastern side of Scotland.”

- the laws of physics and chemistry

“Weather” means what is happening locally in the short
term - “Today it is raining, yesterday it was sunny. Next week they are

- the heat received by the sun

forecasting snow.”

- the gases in the atmosphere
- the shape of the Earth’s surface and its composition

North east is in the rain
“shadow” of the
mountains – less wet
Wet air from
the warm
Atlantic ocean,
hits the mountains
is forced upwards,
and it rains

- volcanoes add gases to the atmosphere
- volcanoes build mountains
- mountains, hills, plains and deserts help create local weather
- seas add moisture to the atmosphere

- everything that is living :
- plants “breath out” oxygen and water – this helps build rain
clouds, particularly in the tropics
- plants capture carbon dioxide, locking it up as carbon into
soils
- so do the plankton in the sea
- we and many other animals breathe out carbon dioxide
and water

MITIGATION is preventing or removing greenhouse gas
emissions.
When in a hole, the no. 1 priority is to stop digging! The best
mitigation is to stop mining and burning fossil fuels and to
use green alternatives. Other mitigation measures are :
- natural processes such as planting trees
- better management of soils and
livestock farming
- carbon capture via technology
- finding alternatives to cement,
(also a big geenhouse gas emitter)
- reducing our use of plastic
- better management of waste

OFFSETTING is continuing to use fossil fuels but “offsetting”
the CO2 by one of the mitigation methods. Problematic :
- it is used to support mining and burning fossil fuels when stopping using
them is the best single strategy to reduce CO2 emissions
- the carbon dioxide adds to the problem immediately, the mitigation
may take some time, for example planting young trees
- it is very hard to police: “tree planting” can be sold several times,
mature trees are removed so that more “tree planting” can take
place
- new technologies aimed at mitigation may over-promise and take too
long to deploy at scale : e.g. the largest carbon capture plant in
Iceland captures 4000 tons per year - a tiny amount v 36 billion tons

RESILIENCE is ensuring that as the climate gets more
extreme, you can still live normally. Examples are :
- buying local produce and goods helps build local
resilience to shocks and reduces transport miles
- buying from sustainable producers helps ensure crops,
manufacturing, and mining are less damaging

ADAPTATION is accepting that climate change will
happen and putting in measures to adapt to it.
Examples are :
- the Tarland wetlands both mitigate and also provide
protection against flooding to help us adapt to climate
change
- soft fruit and tomatoes are now widely grown under cover to
protect them from getting too wet.

Tarland wetlands

Intensive farming is an example of a policy which is
NOT resilient :

- mature resilient habitats are cleared;
- less resilient monoculture crops replace the diversity
- it produces greenhouse gases
- it uses pesticides and fertilisers affecting pollinators and rivers
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Adaptation assumes we can adapt - that is an
assumption not a fact.
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